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The favourable reception given to the first (1996) edition of this book suggests that the joint treatment of electron microprobe analysis (EMPA) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with a specifically geological slant  has been found to serve a useful purpose. It was therefore decided to proceed with this second, revised and updated, edition. The inclusion of both EMPA and SEM can be justified on the grounds that the instruments share much in common and their functions overlap: SEMs fitted with X-ray spectrometers are often used in analytical mode, while EMP instruments, though designed primarily for analysis, also have imaging functions similar to those of the SEM.

The capabilities of the computers used both for instrument control and for data processing have increased greatly since the first edition. Whilst this allows more sophisticated software functions, it does not diminish the need to understand both the operating principles of the instruments and the factors controlling the results, the explanation of which is the main purpose of this book. Digital rather than analogue imaging is now the norm, with concomitant advantages provided by image processing and image analysis techniques. The increasing use of ‘false’ colour images in various forms is reflected in an expanded colour section in this edition. Significant instrumental developments include the increasing adoption of field emission electron sources, which are especially beneficial for high-resolution SEM applications. Also, variablepressure or environmental SEMs are more commonly used. In addition, interest in ancillary techniques such as cathodoluminescence and electron backscatter diffraction has grown.
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iCloud for Developers: Automatically Sync Your iOS Data, Everywhere, All the Time (The Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	
		Get up-to-date fast on the techniques you need get your applications iCloud-ready. With Apple's iCloud servers now available to developers, there's every reason to make synchronization a core feature of your product. You'll learn how to iCloud-enable the data formats you're most likely to use in an iOS application:...
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Contemporary Popular Music Studies: Proceedings of the International Association for the Study of Popular Music 2017 (Systematische Musikwissenschaft)Springer, 2019

	
		This is the second volume in the series that documents the 19th edition of the biennial conference of the International Association for the Study of Popular Music. The volume contains contributions on the variety of musical genres from all over the world. Authors engage with the role of popular music in contemporary music education,...
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Streaming Media: Building and Implementing a Complete Streaming SystemJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
A complete toolkit to successfully develop and implement streaming media on the Web
From hands-on training and distance learning to teleconferencing and product demonstrations, streaming media is providing businesses with a whole new world of opportunity. Written by one of the leading experts in the field, this book will provide you with all...
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The ABCs of LDAPAuerbach Publications, 2003
This book delivers the theoretical background needed to understand how directory servers work, resulting in clear, concise examples of implementations in both commercial and OpenLDAP environments.

With the enormous expansion of the World Wide Web over the past decade, internetworking has become widely diffused. Nearly...
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A+ Certification for DummiesFor Dummies, 2001
Your fun and easy guide to Exam 220-221 and 220-222!   

   Get the scoop on the latest revisions to both 220-221 and 220-222   

   The fun and easy way to study for the exam — all the rewards in half the time!
   Here's the A+ certification test-prep guide you've been waiting for &— a For...
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Network Science and Cybersecurity (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2013

	Network Science and Cybersecurity introduces new research and development efforts for cybersecurity solutions and applications taking place within various U.S. Government Departments of  Defense, industry and academic laboratories.


	This book examines new algorithms and tools, technology platforms and reconfigurable...
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